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Does this sound familiar?
Over the last few decades, a worrisome trend indicates 
severe maladjustment in the young population. The 
incidence of depression, mood related disorders, and 
suicide is steadily rising. Within the society, dipping levels 
of authentic happiness are leading to lowered productivity, 
responsibility and compassion.



Building a Space of Joy 
In such an increasingly uncertain world, there is a need for 
children to develop Spiritual Fortitude to carry them 
through the toughest times. It is this connection to their 
Authentic Self that will help them grow into confident, 
stable and happy individuals who are able to face the 
challenges thrown by life, instead of being overwhelmed by 
them.



Awakening of the Self
Little Light envisions a world where each child is awakened to 
their authentic self, who they truly are, and finds their inner 
joy, the source of their being, as they choose to navigate the 
world with confidence and equanimity.

Our Vision



Little Light seeks to transform schools into Spaces of Joy. 

Little Light engages with children and educators to develop a 
powerful Spiritual Fortitude in their journey towards living a 
joyful life. 

It helps the child develop the wisdom of discernment, a lens 
of compassion and non-judgement and the deep-rooted inner 
wealth of self-control, forbearance, faith and composure.

It aims to do so through the School of Joy program.

Our Mission



The School of Joy

The program helps build an understanding that we are 
beautiful unique human beings with a luminous divine 
light that inherently flows through us and connects all 
of us. 

Positive education, based on the tenets 
of Positive Psychology, Spirituality, and Ancient 
Texts, brings back the focus on ways to increase the 
child’s engagement with positive emotion, so that

● they discover their core strengths, 
● build resilience and 
● engage meaningfully with the world.



We have mapped children’s cognitive and emotional 
abilities as a function of their growing circles of 
understanding, through the Circles of Self. 

Rooted in a confident and bright self-view, (ME)
building empathetic and respectful relationships (YOU)
the children become a generation of HOPE for the 
world. (US)

Circles of Self



Circle One - Me 
Self

Spiritual: Understanding one’s purpose and the true 
meaning of life 

Physical: Loving and respecting your body, taking care 
of your body and being aware of your body

Emotional: Learning to respond, not react to feelings 
evoked by emotions

Intellectual: Bringing about a change by apt choice of 
thoughts, words, actions. 



Circle Two - You 
Family & Peers

Recognizing and appreciating the strengths and 
differences that exist within a relationship. 

Being open to understanding and valuing diverse 
viewpoints in the peer group.

Inculcating the deeper human values of gratitude, 
compassion, empathy and humility



Circle Three - We 
Society

Learning to deal with society and its challenges in a 
manner that is creative, confident and inspirational. 

Redefining role models and social heroes 
to strengthen the deeper human values.

Discover the beauty of giving and receiving.



Circle Four - Us
Nature and the Universe 

Exploring nature to calm the mind, 
heal the body and create quietude within.

Accepting that you are a part of a wider network 
and that your choices affect more than just you. 

Appreciate the universe in which everyone and 
everything is connected seamlessly–people, the 
natural world and all living things.



Our Methodology

Working with the core values of Love, Joy, 
Compassion, Equanimity, and Gratitude, our 
program touches upon the Circles of Self using tools of 
enquiry - Stories, Concepts, Projects & Meditations -  
to undertake an insightful journey of self reflection, 
ultimately lighting the way forward.



Online Curriculum 
for Children

Program Aspects

Coaching for 
Teachers

Classroom 
Implementation



Concept-based videos and instructions have been 
created with an understanding of the widening 
circles of self: me, my relationships, my society, 
my universe. 

Through delightful stories, collaborative projects 
and daily practices, children can engage with 
deep concepts easily.

Curriculum



Breakdown

Level 1: 9 Chapters 

The Little Light curriculum is divided into 
5 Levels, each level building on the previous. 

Each level has 9 Chapters that explore a 
particular concept of the Self.



Modules

Story Concept Discussion

Daily Practice Meditation

Projects & Experiments

Journal

#
#
#
#
#


Story
A beautifully animated 
and moving story based 
on the concept and 
chapter objective.

Level 1 | Chapter 1



Concept 
Discussion
A simple but effective 
exploration of the 
concept around which 
the chapter is based led 
by Dr Tanu Shree Singh, 
Positive Psychologist

Level 1 | Chapter 1



Projects
Projects and 
experiments built 
around a fun and 
experiential method 
of learning.

Sensory Super-sleuth!

Level 1 | Chapter 1



Daily 
Practice
Daily exercises that build a 
discipline of self-reflection 
and introspection when 
practiced regularly over a 
long period of time.

Level 1 | Chapter 1

The Happy Curtain



Level 1 | Chapter 1

Journal
Safe, non-judgmental spaces for 
children to be who they truly are.

Through their journals, children 
can work through their thoughts 
and feelings to explore the Self 
and the core values that guide 
them.



Level 1 | Chapter 1

Meditation
Guided meditations that help 
children find calm, clarity and 
focus. 
Daily viewing of these can help 
children gain self- control and 
resilience, in order to navigate 
challenging times more skillfully. 



In order to create a safe space for children 
to thrive and be connected to their 
authentic inner-Self, it is imperative that 
the adults involved must be equipped with 
the skills needed to become a more 
conscious and sensitive adult. 

The School of Joy program helps educators 
develop these skills through a series of 
intense coaching sessions through the 
year. It supports them in implementing 
the SOJ program in the classrooms.

Teacher 
Transformation 
Journey 



Coaching for Teachers

Coaching Sessions Year 1 Year 2

Building Block I
Fundamentals of Coaching

Coach Approach Levels of Engagement 
Gift of Acknowledgement

Building Block II
Foundational Course 

Circles of Self
Accessing the Light

Circle of Service/Action
Radiating the Light

Building Block III
Assimilation and Support

Group Coaching Group Coaching 

Building Block IV
Review and Analysis

Synthesis of Knowledge Synthesis of Knowledge

Online sessions conducted by Little Light and BTS Team

Duration for each Block:

● Building Block I: 4 days; 5 
hours/session

● Building Block II: 6 webinars; 
2 hours/session

● Building Block III: 3 sessions; 
2 hours/session

● Building Block IV: 1 day/5 
hours per session



Classroom Implementation

5 Levels | 9 Chapters per Level

Live Session
Duration: 1 hour/session
Frequency: Once a week 
(4 Live sessions per month and 36 sessions 
across the Program Duration) 
Conducted by: School Teachers

Self-Learning Sessions
Post the Live session, children can voluntarily 
practice meditation and fill in the Journal 
worksheets based on Daily Practice at home.

Session Activity

1
Introduction, Story, Journal Worksheets and 
Meditation

2
Concept Discussion, MCQs, Journal 
Worksheets, Project A and Meditation

3
Story and Concept Recap, Projects B, Journal 
Worksheets and Meditation

4
Story and Concept Recap, 
Review of Project A and B, Journal Worksheets 
and Meditation and Closure



Impact

With our program, we help children discover
 

● a positive self-view through meaningful 
evolution in body, mind, intellect and 
re-connecting with the source leading to a high 
happiness quotient.

● an optimistic worldview to appreciate and 
explore the nature, build positive relationships, 
and serve their community



Experiencing the beauty of these deeply moving concepts in their 

early years will be a small step in the right direction for a child’s 

journey of life and a big step for the betterment of the larger human 

community because an individual who experiences deep inner joy in 

their life can only spread that in the world.



Our Presence

7
Schools 
we have worked with

1500+
Children 
we have engaged

57
Educators 
we have coached

The Shriram Millennium School, Noida
The Shriram Millennium School, Gurgaon
The Shriram Millennium School, Faridabad
The Millennium School, Amritsar
The Millennium School, Patiala
Pravara Public Schools, Loni

Across grades I-V and 
ages 8-12

Educators include teachers 
as well as school heads





Educators’ thoughts on the Little 
Light content for children



You are already Love
You are made of Love

Love is your nature
Let it Shine!



Puja Uchil
Program Director, Education
+91-9833593927
puja@littlelight.in

To implement the Little Light program in your school, please contact:

Ritu Khoda
Founder-Director
+91-9619077770
ritukhoda@littlelight.in


